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-ABSTRACT
This paper reports.a study carried,out rith 14

children (ranging in age Trom 2.6 to 3.5 years) which investigated
children's concepts of difference. Pairs of small objects differing

on a number of dimensions were presented to the children._As each

pair .of objects was presented, children were asked to select the

object that wasrVbig," "little," "fat," "thin," "tall," "short." They

were also aske ..iv pick one of two index cards with "more" or "less"

buttons pal.nte- on it and to choose one of a pair of identical
objects "before" or "after" a tranSformation had been performed on it
(such as a pair of sneakers, one of which had been tied).Theoverall,
performance of the younger,and older children was,not very different.

They were fairly successful with all concepts except "thin," "less,"
and "before." In follow-up questions with the choice object it came
out that the children appear to make more choices in terms of-big or

little. The data on size adjectives suggest that the children were
answering all of the questions with reference to some sort of general

or undifferentiated size dimension that.they marked as "big" to

"little." (MS)
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Size is Bic or L

An Approach to the Dimensionality of Children's Concepts.

by

Roger A. Uebb

University of Arkansan at

In a paper that appeared in a, recent edition of ChlTd ylop-

(Uebb Oliveri, & O'Keeffe, 1974) my associates and I reported

A series of studie3 on the meaning of "different" in the language of

young children. In a sample that rriged from lust under three to

about four years of a e we found four reasonably distinct stages

the meaniint of "diffe ent." The most interesting of the'four

from my point of view vas the third'in which children acted as if

'different ere undefined without some visible basis -f co parison

that is, two thing- that were p etely different were n "diff Alt"

at all.

Notions of similarity and difference are very instructive be-

cause as adults use them they are eohpletely ab _ct: they are

defined either by stimulus context if you dte etimulus minded - or,

-by the subject s interests and intentions - if you are more function-

ally inclined as I am. .The young child who is p esunably unable to
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deal with such undeterninism, may be forced to-change the problem

into something concrete--or at least to find some concrete referent

for the abstract problem.

Tflale a referential theory of meaning is clearly inadequa e for

adults or even for children older thah about five - many of the

anomalIes in the language of young children may well be best under-

stood as resulting fron the child's need for concrete representations

of his concepts. In the report to follow, I would like to u rcscnt

some data that is consistent wIth this theory as well as report on

a novel te hnique that nay be useful for Investigating the under-

'lying dimensions of childr n s semantic retuorks.

Procedure: Suhj.-crs ror the frt study were 14 children ranging

froM 2-3 to 3:5. A:collection of small objects toys, blocks,

etc.) that differed on a number of dimensions we _ presented to the

children in pairs. TTe were not particularly interer..:ed in the stim-

ulus characteristics that determined the childl_ reactIon and only

insisted that the cbject differed on the dimension that the child

would be questioned about. In other words, we used what Harry

has always affectionately called "junk-_As_eachair objects was_

presented the, child was asked to select the object that las "big",

little- , fat 'thin" "tall", or "shgrt.- Pairs of indak cards
,

were used with a small number of buttons painted on them and the

child was asked for the card that had " re" or "less'_buttons.

Finally, some pairs of identical objects lere presented on which

some transformation had or had not been performed. One such item



was a pair of aneakers, one of which had been tied. The child

asked for the ob- _._t "before" or -aft the transfornation had been

performed. These questions added uP to a total of II paired terms.

They might be considered positive Cr negative and, with the exception

of before and 'after-that are included beca _e of Eve Cia- px-

celleut studyr marked or unmarked. In testing we ugh one

random order presentation of the objectives and then attemptad to get

a second run with a second set of ob;eets. Our subjects were Very

young ard many of them stopped performing before we npleted the

replication ser The reliability data we did get was by and large

consi tent with the data from the first trials, though in t e presen-

taticn to follow I shall only cite data from the first ten trials.

In terms of the ehoice data nothing terribly surprising ha pened.

The positive or 'uunarkocr

marked- adiectiv-

significant (p<.005)-

ive- easier than the negative

--if you do an analysis of va iance it is

1 terns onded to correctly at tbove

chance levels except for three. Renonding to thin- wAS wIthin

chance range so the children could have been Ilessing and to s"

and -before" at a ,level significantly below chance - that is,

children were flatallx 'wrong in their gomprehensi n of ess

and "before

The overall performance of che younger and older children within

the group was notvery diffe n_. The differ nce was statistically

signiticant at a marginal lvel (p 05) and the magnitude of differ-

ence:was small. This point Is important only as a way of noting that
,

the group was re atively homogeneous lith respect to this task.



The flost interesting portion of the stud- occured subsequent to

the child choice. After the child had selected his object, the in-

vestigator asked him: "If that one (pointing to the child's choice)

is the .one,° epeating the tern from the question) what is

that one (pointing to the object still on the table).

can be said about the response to the question: First

responded:

Tvo things

children

luestions (14 subjects times 10 questions) only

29 elicited no response or somthing we could not decipher into-Eng-

Usti: Sec3nd _the answers we very consist To the six size

terms: big, littl , tall fat, short, and thin, the children answered

either -big- or -1 le" regardless of what the question had been.

So if the ,question had beeu "big" and .-he large object chosen the

renaining,object vas still 'little"; but if the question-had been "fa_

the remaining object was s lit e." The nunber of "big or "little"

responses wan variable, ranging from 13-of 14 "big's' -contra-t to

little' dain to 5 of 14 "li e's" i- contrast to "fat ---but there

vas no systenatic second choice to any question. A few subjects re-

sponded with the correct contrast but the more corion responses tie
'

sbme specific Characteristic or name of Ole remaining ubjeet. I shoUld

note that giv,en the question "vhae io that" you can nut re Ily say that

naming the object is incorrect. Before describing the responses to

the oth- terms let me -.ention that Ve subsequently replieared the

slate on size adjectives with a larger sample (124) of inner-city child-

_
refl. .0sinA big tall , tat , and heavy, we founu-a minimum of

517 and a maximum of 84Yof our subj cts giving the modal "big"

'little",responses to our contrait questions.
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These data on site acijectivcn suggest that the child is answer-

in- Ill of our cp --tions iith reference to sone so-t of general, or

undifferentiated, d1nenion that he marhs as "big" to -little.

(A sugg stion other investiga ors have,madc). The noltt question is

wheth_:, discreet quantity _is runs part of an undifferentiated size

concept at this tine - the answer is apPlrently no Children gene-

rally pie:ad the card with the greater nunber of buttons to both

rote and ss questions. The answer to the contra quest' n,

however, t

remaining card (ThewaYthetaskwascle.gignedthiscoulaonly be

one' or two larger numbers night 1ia-_ produced different responses

rally te give the _4),cific numbe- of buttons on

Thus at t is point in time _hildren appear to realize that "more or

1 ' when referred to objects of discreet quantity refer to'number

and not to so:- aoatial indicator' (length,-density,-, etc.). Let me

state h, e thnt there is good reaso_ to believe that discreet quantity

at some later time may very well be red to a spatial ,-din nsion

that 1.3, if length becorie the indicator of nunber as the studies of

cons rvation suggest. The response to rhe "before"/"afte question

was intere =ing, but not terribly informative lithout further io

The modal response van to name the transformation + not - i.e.

the shoe that is "not tied."

These data sugge,_. t that the dimensions the child,imposes on these

problems are not the same as those adults, use, but are related. Men

-hild in our study' responds to any of the size terms he seems t

have some h "little dimension in mind A post hoc axamination

of our stimuli suggested that overall, size ee ed to be the determin-

ing factor and not height or elevation as night expect fran Maratsos



worr - again.let ne note that our subjects are younger than those

generally appearing in such studies and, it is very possible that the

systematic use of some spatial indicator property - length for number,

elevation for size - well may appear in a later stage. Second, let

me note, that without the contrast question data, the c ild's syste-

work reasonably well comp ult standards of performances.

Ily does pick the 'fat-. object uhen asked for one, even though how

he apparently does it on the badis of something other than ftncss.

Thus, I believe that the techniqse I use here of Asking a child for the

other end of a dimension might be generally us _ul in s udying concep-

tual networks

Let me just n in passing that ue have collec ed more data

with the contrast question technique. None of this has been done very

syst _atically to date and I will not comment on it at any length except

for cn,e point I will mention belay. iriefly, as children get

set n- e "correct" anawe and it appears that the basic phenomenon is

going to hold up longer with "non-reali tie objectsblocks and sticks

for example, longer than it will with "realistic" objects--toys animals,

for example. nether sane concepts u ll differentiate in,a,fixed order

froM;the mor- general concept remains to be,seen. though Ivonld certainly

expect such a result. Clearly, the data I. do have suggest that discreet

versus continuous quantity differcntiited prior to various continuouS

concepts. SA, far it appears rle,.! amount of individual .variation between

subjects will increase as the subjects get older.

But let ,me return to my original idea. Mat if myearlier suggest- -

ion were co

generalizing from secLf Ic, concrete -eferents he uses for his concepts.

and the confusion_ I see here are due to the child over
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a_ were true, the nfusions should -go far beyond undi. -atia-

-ted size concepts. Here is .one example: After we finished the study

I described above, we questioned some subjects wIth other terms.

one Set of iteis we presented wan a sn ll toy jet airplane and a large

bi-plane and we asked for the "- " one. I make no assump.ions about

the 3-year-olds ideas of aerodynamics, but the consistent choice

-f the larper plane--the renaming plane was the lIttie " one for

subjects. Similar results.have been obtained with pairs of ani-

main and reque for the "strong", "br_ve", and ones; the lar-

r objett is selected and the remaining object is the "little" one.

Perhap,, you call-this a -espouse bias" and perhaPs it only shows some

undifferentiated, evaluative dimension confounded with size--as some-

one like Osgood -ould sugge --I can not prove othe However,

perhaps a giraffe- is 'braver' -han.a hippo because in the child'

.
perience bigger people are also "older", "braver' , "strong "faster"

etc. The data are atjeast consistent uith such a belief.

Let me end on a cryptic note: perhaps Brune "s notion of ikonic-

representation that has never gotten the attention I think it deserves

will prove e o be more useful than it has appeared to date,
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